Abstract Plants are highly intelligent organisms. They continuously make distributed processing of sensory information, concurrent decision making and parallel actuation. The plants are efficient green computers per se. Outside in nature, the plants are programmed and hardwired to perform a narrow range of tasks aimed to maximize the plants' ecological distribution, survival and reproduction. To 'persuade' plants to solve tasks outside their usual range of activities, we must either choose problem domains which homomorphic to the plants natural domains or modify biophysical properties of plants to make them organic electronic devices. We discuss possible designs and prototypes of computing systems that could be based on morphological development of roots, interaction of roots, and analog electrical computation with plants, and plant-derived electronic components. In morphological plant processors data are represented by initial configuration of roots and configurations of sources of attractants and repellents; results of computation are represented by topology of the roots' network. Computation is implemented by the roots following gradients of attractants and repellents, as well as interacting with each other. Problems solvable by plant roots, in principle, include shortest-path, minimum spanning tree, Voronoi diagram, α-shapes, convex subdivision of concave polygons. Electrical properties of plants can be modified by loading the plants with functional nanoparticles or coating parts of plants of conductive polymers. Thus, we are in position to make living variable resistors, capacitors, operational amplifiers, multipliers, potentiometers and fixed-function generators. The electrically modified plants can implement summation, integration with respect to time, inversion, multiplication, exponentiation, logarithm, division. Mathematical and engineering problems to be solved can be represented in plant root networks of resistive or reaction elements. Developments in plant-based computing architectures will trigger emergence of a unique community of biologists, electronic engineering and computer scientists working together to produce living electronic devices which future green computers will be made of.
Introduction
Plants perform neuronal-like computation not just for rapid and effective adaptation to an ever-changing physical environment but also for the sharing of information with other plants of the same species and for communication with bacteria and fungi [24, 22, 25, 18, 17, 23, 21, 19, 33] . In fact, plants emerge as social organisms. Roots are well known for their ability to avoid dangerous places by actively growing away from hostile soil patches. By using a vast diversity of volatiles, plants are able to attract or repel diverse insects and animals, as well as to shape their biotic niche. The number of volatile compounds released and received for plant communication is immense, requiring complex signal-release machinery, and 'neuronal-like' decoding apparatus for correct interpretation of received signals. The plant screens continuously and updates diverse information about its surroundings, combines this with the internal information about its internal state and makes adaptive decisions that reconcile its well-being with the environment [97, 98, 99] . Until now, detection and contextual filtering of at least 20 biological, physical, chemical and electrical signals was documented. Plants discriminate lengths, directions and intensities of the signal. These signals induce a memory that can last, depending on the signal, for hours or days, or even up to years. Once learnt, these plant memories usually ensure a much quicker and more forceful response to subsequent signalling [20, 98] . Via feedback cross-talks, memories become associative, inducing specific cellular changes. Thus plant behaviour is active, purpose-driven and intentional.
In last decade we manufactured a range of high-impact experimental prototypes from unusual substrates. These include experimental implementations of logical gates, circuits and binary adders employing interaction of wave-fragments in lightsensitive Belousov-Zhabotinsky media [41, 9, 40] , swarms of soldier crabs [63] , growing lamellypodia of slime mould Physarum polycephalum [7] , crystallisation patterns in 'hot ice' [3] , jet streams in fluidic devices [83] . After constructing over 40 computing, sensing and actuating devices with slime mould [7] we turned our
Computers from plants we never made. Speculations. 3 prying eyes to plants. We thought that plant roots could be ideal candidates to make unconventional computing because of the following features. Roots interact with each of their proximal neighbours and can be influenced by their neighbours to induce a tendency to align the directions of their growth [23, 78, 39] . Roots, as already mentioned, communicate their sensory information within and between adjacent roots, and other organisms like bacteria and fungi [15, 95] . This signalling and communicative nature of plant roots is very important for our major task to generate root-based computing devices. Outside in Nature, almost all roots are interconnected into huge underground root-fungal information networks, resembling the Internet. Roots can be grown in wet air chambers, as well as within nutrition solutes which allow accomplishment of relevant experiments. Roots can be isolated from seedlings using root vitro cultures which can be maintained for several years. Each root apex acts both as a sensory organ and as a brain-like command centre to generate each unique plant/root-specific cognition and behaviour [25, 22, 18] . It is easy to manipulate root behaviour using diverse physical and chemical cues and signals. Roots efficiently outsource external computation by the environment via the sensing and suppression of nutrient gradients. The induction of pattern type of roots behaviour is determined by the environment, specifically nutrient quality and substrate hardness, dryness etc. Moreover, roots are sensitive to illumination and show negative phototropism behaviour when exposed to light [109, 35] , electric fields, temperature gradients, diverse molecules including volatiles and, therefore, allow for parallel and non-destructive input of information.
In 2012 Adamatzky, Baluska, Mancuso and Erokhin submitted ERC grant proposal "Rhizomes". They proposed to experimentally realize computing schemes via interaction of plant roots and to produce electronic devices from living roots by coating and loading the roots with functional materials, especially conductive polymers. This particular grant proposal was not funded however some ERC evaluators 'borrowed' methods and techniques from the proposal and implemented them in their own laboratories. Most notable example is plant electronics ideas: they were originally outlined in "Rhizomes" proposal yet borrowed from the proposal by some Nordic fellows and published without crediting original authors. Realising that most ideas will be 'stolen' in a similar fashion sooner or later anyway, we decided to disclose them in full.
Morphological computation
In morphological phyto-computers, data are represented by initial configuration of roots and configurations of sources of attractants and repellents. Results of computation are represented by the topology of the roots' network. Computation is implemented by the roots following gradients of attractants and repellents and interacting with each other. Gradients of fields generated by configurations and concentrations of attractants are an important prerequisite for successful programming of plant-based morphological processors. Chemical control and programming of root behaviour can be implemented via application of attractants and repellents in the roots' growth substrate and/or in the surrounding air. In particular, chemoattractants are carbohydrates, peptones, amino-acids phenylalanine, leucine, serine, asparagine, glycine, alanine, aspartate, glutamate, threonine, and fructose, while chemo-repellents are sucrose, tryptophan and salt. Plant roots perform complex computations by the following general mechanisms: root tropisms stimulated via attracting and repelling spatially extended stimuli; morphological adaptation of root system architecture to attracting and repelling spatially extended stimuli; wave-like propagation of information along the root bodies via plant-synapse networks; helical nutation of growing root apexes, patterns of which correlate with their environmental stimuli; competition and entrainment of oscillations in their bodies.
Shortest path
Shortest path is a typical problem that every rookie in computer science solves, typically by coding the treasured Knuth algorithm. In a less formal definition, given a space with obstacles, source and destination points, the problem is to calculate a collision-free path from the source to the destination which is the shortest possible relative to a predefined distance metric. A root is positioned at the source, the destination is labelled with chemo-attractants, obstacles are represented by source of chemo-repellents and/or localised super-threshold illumination. The root-based search could be implemented without chemicals but the source and destination loci are represented by poles of AC/DC voltage/current and the obstacles by domains of super-threshold illumination or sub-threshold humidity. The collision-free shortest path is represented by the physical body of the root grown from the source to the destination. Implementation of this task could require suppression of the roots branching.
An experimental laboratory demonstration for showing feasibility of solving the shortest path with roots was demonstrated in Baluska lab and published in [108] . Their experiments have been done in Y-junction, turned upside down because roots are guided by gravity. Seeds were placed in the end of the vertical channel and attracting or neutral substances in the slanted channels. When just a distilled water is placed in both slanted channels, the roots from several seeds split arbitrarily between the channels (Fig. 1a) . When a chemo-attractant, e.g. diethyl ether, is placed in one of the slanted channels all roots move into the channel with the chemoattractant (Fig. 1b) .
Experiments on path finding by roots in mazes with more complex geometry than Y-junction are proved to be inconclusive so far. In [6] we presented results of few scoping experiments, see two illustrations in Fig. 2 , yet reached no conclusive results. When seeds are placed in or near a central chamber of a labyrinth their routes somewhat grow towards exit of the labyrinth. However, they often become stuck midway and do not actually reach the exit. These findings have been confirmed also (a) (b) Fig. 1 Plant roots select a path towards attractant. Reprinted from [108] . (a) Control experiment. The maize roots are growing Y-maze with 1 ml of distilled water in both slanted channels. (b) Diethyl ether (100 µl ether and 900 µl distilled water is added to left slanted channel.
(a) (b) Fig. 2 Scoping experiments on routing plant roots in mazes. From [6] .
with roots of Arabidopsis (unpublished data). The inconclusive results are possibly due to the fact that we used gravity as the only guiding force to navigate the routes. Collision-free path finding of plant roots was tested in further experiments in the Unconventional Computing Centre (UWE, Bristol). We have 3D printed with nylon templates of several countries, with elevation. Afterwards, we have been placing seeds either at bare templates or templates coated by 2% phytogel. Templates were kept in containers with very high humidity for up to several weeks. The templates rested horizontally: there was no preferentially directions of root growth, neither directed by gravity or light nor by chemo-attractants. Therefore roots explored the space. A single maize seed placed at the position roughly corresponding to Minneapolis, produced several roots. The roots propagated in different from each other directions thus optimising space explored (Fig. 3a) . It seems that while navigating tips of roots avoid elevations: sometimes they go around localised el- evation, sometimes they are reflected from the extended elevation. In another series of experiments, we scattered lettuce seeds on the template coated by phytogel. While scattering the seeds we were aiming to roughly approximate density of USA population: regions with high population density received a higher number of the seeds (Fig. 3b) . We observed that roots tend to cluster in groups (Fig. 3c ). This is a well known phenomenon [39] and groups of routes propagate along valleys or river beds, definitely avoiding any elevations (Fig. 3d) . See also video of the experiment where lettuce seedlings grow on the 3D template of Russia: https: //drive.google.com/open?id=0BzPSgPF_2eyUYlNlWEVwenVoLUU.
Spanning trees
Minimum spanning tree is a skeleton architecture of communication, transport and sensor networks. The Euclidean minimum spanning tree is a connected acyclic graph which has minimum possible sum of edges' lengths. To construct a spanning tree we can represent points of a data set with sources of nutrients and place a plant seed at one of the data points. The root will grow following gradients of the chemo-attractants, branch in the sites corresponding to the planar data set and, eventually, span the set with its physical body. In [1] we used live slime mould Physarum polycephalum to imitate exploration of planets and to analyse potential scenarios of developing transport networks on Moon and Mars. In that experiments we have been inoculating the slime mould on 3D templates of the planets, at the positions matching sites of Apollo or Soyuz landings; then we allowed the slime mould to develop a network of protoplasmic tubes. We have repeated similar experiments but used plant seeds instead of slime mould (Fig. 4) . We found that roots could be as good as the slime mould in imitating exploratory propagation, or scouting, in an unknown terrains. The basic traits include maximisation of geographical distance between neighbouring roots and avoidance of elevations.
Crowd dynamics
Can we study crowd dynamics using roots growing in a geometrically constrained environment? We printed a 3D nylon template of a part of Bristol city (UK), roughly a rectangular domain 2 miles × 2 miles, centered at Temple Mead Train station. In this template, blocks of houses were represented by elevations and streets as indentations. To imitate crowds we placed seeds of lettuce in large open spaces, mainly gardens and squares (Fig. 5a ). The templates were kept in a horizontal position in closed transparent containers with very high moisture contents. Morphology of growing roots were recorded in 7-14 days after start of experiments. We have made the following observations so far. Root apexes prefer wider streets, they rarely (if ever) enter side streets, and narrowing branches of main streets (Fig. 5bcd) . This may be explained by the fact that plants emit ultrasound [86] and root apexes can sense ultrasound waves [57] . Chances are high that root apexes navigate in their constrained environment similarly to bats. Therefore entries to narrow streets are not detected. In absence of attractants and repellents root apexes propagate ballistically: after entering a room a root grows along its original 'velocity' vector until it collides with an obstacle. The apex reflects on collision. This is well illustrated in Fig. 5b .
Root apexes swarm when propagating along wide streets (Fig. 5c ), their growth is coherent, they often propagate in parallel, forming arrays of roots. Roots swarming is a known fact [39] yet still a valuable observation in the context of imitating crowds.
Rays of apexes often dissipate on entering the wider space as illustrated in Fig. 5d . As shown, two roots propagate westward along a narrow street. Then they enter main street and collide with its west side. On 'impact', one root deflects northwest another south-west.
Voronoi diagram
Let P be a non-empty finite set of planar points. A planar Voronoi diagram of the set P is a partition of the plane into such regions that, for any element of P, a region corresponding to a unique point p contains all those points of the plane which are closer to p than to any other node of P. The planar diagram is combinatorially equivalent to the lower envelope of unit paraboloids centred at points of P. Approximation of the following Voronoi diagrams -planar diagram of point set, generalised of arbitrary geometrical shapes, Bregman diagrams on anisotropic and inhomogeneous spaces, multiplicative and furthest point diagrams -could be produced when implemented in experimental laboratory conditions with roots.
The Voronoi diagram can be approximated by growing roots similarly to the approximation of the diagram with slime mould [4] or precipitating reaction-diffusion fronts [8] . We represent every point of a data set P by a seed. The branching root system grows omnidirectionally. When wave-fronts of growing root systems, originated from different seeds, approach each other they stop further propagation. Thus loci of space not covered by roots represent segments of the Voronoi cells. The approach can be illustrated using a model of growing and branching pattern, developed by us originally to imitate computation with liquid crystal fingers [10] . Seeds are places in data points ( Fig. 6a ), root growth fronts propagate ( Fig. 6b-c) , collide with each other (Fig. 6d ,e). The Voronoi diagram is approximated when the system becomes stationary and no more growth occurs (Fig. 6f ).
Planar hulls
Computing a polygon defining a set of planar points is a classical problem of computational geometry. α-hull of a planar set P is an intersection of the complement of all closed discs of radius 1/α that includes no points of P. α-shape is a convex hull when α → ∞. We can represent planar points P with sources of long-distance attractants and short-distance repellents and place a root outside the data set. The roots propagate towards the data and envelop the data set with their physical bodies. We can represent value of α by attractants/repellents with various diffusion constants and thus enable roots to calculate a wide range the shapes including concave and convex hulls. This approach worked well in experiments on approximation of concave hull with slime mould [5] .
Subdivision of concave polygons
A concave polygon is a shape comprised of straight lines with at least one indentation, or angle pointing inward. The problem is to subdivide the given concave shape into convex shapes. The problem can be solved with growing roots as follows. Roots are initiated at the singular points of indentations (of the data polygon) and the roots propagation vectors are co-aligned with medians of the corresponding inward angles. Given a concave polygon, every indentation initiates one propagating root apex. By applying an external electro-magnetic field we can make root apexes turning only left (relatively to their vector of propagation). By following this "turn-
Illustration on how a polygon can be subdivided by plant roots. The original model refers to liquid crystal fingers [10] but mechanisms of interaction could be the same. Snapshots are taken at different stages of simulation, see details in [10] left-if-there-is-no-place-to-go" routine and also competing for the available space with each other, the roots fill n − 1 convex domains. At least one convex domain will remain unfilled. See an example of subdivision of a concave polygon in Fig. 7 .
Logical gates from plant roots
A collision-based computation, emerged from Fredkin-Toffoli conservative logic [52] , employs mobile compact finite patterns, which implement computation while interacting with each other [2] . Information values (e.g. truth values of logical variables) are given by either absence or presence of the localisations or other parameters of the localisations. The localisations travel in space and perform computation when they collide with each other. Almost any part of the medium space can be used as a wire. The localisations undergo transformations, they change velocities, form bound states and annihilate or fuse when they interact with other localisations. Information values of localisations are transformed as a result of collision and thus a computation is implemented. In [11] we proposed theoretical constructs of logical gates implemented with plant roots as morphological computing asynchronous devices. Values of Boolean variables are represented by plant roots. A presence of a plant root at a given site symbolises the logical TRUE, an absence the logical FALSE. Logical functions are calculated via interaction between roots. Two types of two-inputs-two-outputs gates are proposed [11] : a gate x, y → xy, x + y where root apexes are guided by gravity and a gate x, y → xy, x where root apexes are guided by humidity. Let us show how a logical gate based on attraction of roots can be implemented. Root apexes are attracted to humidity [22] and a range of chemical compounds [89, 107, 62, 14, 92, 108] . A root apexes grow towards the domain with highest concentration of attractants. The root minimises energy during its growth: it does not change its velocity vector if environmental conditions stay the same. This is a distant analog of inertia. 
Attraction gates
Root apexes are attracted to humidity [10] and a range of chemical compounds [32, 37, 19, 6, 33, 38] . A root propagates towards the domain with highest concentration of attractants. The root minimises energy during its growth: it does not change its velocity vector if environmental conditions stay the same. This is a distant analog of inertia.
Assume attractants are applied at the exits of channels p and q (Fig. 5a ). When an apex of the root growing along channel x reaches a junction between channels, the apex continues (due to energy minimisation) its growth into the channel q if this channel is not occupied by other root (Fig. 5b) . A root in input channel y grows through the junction into the output channel p (Fig. 5c) .
The gate Fig. 5a has such a geometry that a path along channel x to junction j is shorter than a path along channel y to the junction j. Therefore, a root growing in channel x propagates through the junction into channel q before root starting in channel y reaches the junction. When both roots are initiated in the input channels the x-root appears in the output q but the y-root is blocked by the x-root from propagating into the channel p: no signal appears at the output p (Fig. 5d ). This gate realises functions p = xy and q = x (Fig. 5e) . If y is always 1 the gate produces a signal and its negation at the same time.
Two attraction gates Fig. 5a can be cascaded into a circuit to implement a one-bit half-adder, with additional output, as shown in Fig. 6a . We assume the planar gate is lying flat and sources of attractants are provided near exits of output channels p, q and r. The half-adder is realised on inputs p = x ⊕ y (sum) and r = xy (carry); the circuit has also a 'bonus' output q = x + y (Fig. 6e) . The circuits work as follows: From [11] .
• Inputs x = 1 and y = 0: Two roots are initiated in channels marked x in Fig. 6a ; one root propagates to junction j 1 to junction j 3 and exits in channel q; another root propagates to junction j 4 to junction j 2 and into channel p (Fig. 6b ).
• Inputs x = 0 and y = 1: Two roots are initiated in channels marked y in Fig. 6a ; one root propagates to junction j 1 then to junction j 2 and exits at channel p; another root propagates to junction j 4 then to junction j 3 then into channel q (Fig. 6c ).
• Inputs x = 1 and y = 1: Roots are initiated in all four input channels. The root initiated in the northern channel x propagates towards exit q. This root blocks propagation of the root initiated in the southern channel y, therefore the root from the southern channel x exits the circuit via the channel r. The root growing in the northern channel x blocks propagation of the root initiated in the norther channel y, therefore no roots appear in the output p (Fig. 6d ). Computers from plants we never made. Speculations.
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Assume attractants are applied at the exits of channels p and q (Fig. 8a) . When an apex of the root, growing along channel x, reaches a junction between channels, the apex continues (due to energy minimisation) its growth into the channel q if this channel is not occupied by other root (Fig. 8b) . A root in input channel y grows through the junction into the output channel p (Fig. 8c) .
The gate Fig. 8a has such a geometry that a path along channel x to junction j is shorter than a path along channel y to the junction j. Therefore, a root growing in channel x propagates through the junction into channel q before root starting in channel y reaches the junction. When both roots are initiated in the input channels the x-root appears in the output q but the y-root is blocked by the x-root from propagating into the channel p: no signal appears at the output p (Fig. 8d) . This gate realises functions p = xy and q = x (Fig. 8e) . If y is always 1 the gate produces a signal and its negation at the same time.
Two attraction gates Fig. 8a can be cascaded into a circuit to implement a one-bit half-adder, with additional output, as shown in Fig. 9a . We assume the planar gate is lying flat and sources of attractants are provided near exits of output channels p, q and r. The half-adder is realised on inputs p = x ⊕ y (sum) and r = xy (carry); the circuit has also a 'bonus' output q = x + y (Fig. 9e) . The circuits work as follows:
• Inputs x = 1 and y = 0: Two roots are initiated in channels marked x in Fig. 9a ; one root propagates to junction j 1 to junction j 3 and exits in channel q; another root propagates to junction j 4 to junction j 2 and into channel p (Fig. 9b ).
• Inputs x = 0 and y = 1: Two roots are initiated in channels marked y in Fig. 9a ; one root propagates to junction j 1 then to junction j 2 and exits at channel p; another root propagates to junction j 4 then to junction j 3 then into channel q (Fig. 9c ).
• Inputs x = 1 and y = 1: Roots are initiated in all four input channels. The root initiated in the northern channel x propagates towards exit q. This root blocks propagation of the root initiated in the southern channel y, therefore the root from the southern channel x exits the circuit via the channel r. The root growing in the northern channel x blocks propagation of the root initiated in the norther channel y, therefore no roots appear in the output p (Fig. 9d) .
Plant electronics
In living electronic processors parts of a plant are functionalized via coating with polymers and loading with nano-particles, thus local modulations of the plant's electrical properties is achieved. A whole plant is transformed into an electronic circuit, where functionalized parts of the plant are basic electronic elements and 'raw' parts are conductors. 
Plant wire
In [6] we have exhibited that plants can function as wires, albeit slightly noisy ones. Namely, in laboratory experiments with lettuce seedlings we found that the seedlings implement a linear transfer function of input potential to output potential. Roughly an output potential is 1.5-2 V less than an input potential, thus e.g. by applying 12 V potential, we get 10 V output potential. Resistance of 3-4 day lettuce seedling is about 3 MΩ on average. This is much higher than resistance of conventional conductors yet relatively low compared to the resistance of other living creatures [60] . In our experiments [6] we measured resistance by bridging two aluminium electrodes with a seedling. If we did insert Ag/AgCl needle electrodes inside the seedling, we would expect to record much lower resistance, as has been shown in [76] .
Resistance of plant wires can be affected by temperature [76] , illumination and chemical substances. For example, when a lettuce seedling is exposed to vapour of chloroform (one 1 µL in a standard 90 mm Petri dish) the seedling exhibits high amplitude irregular oscillations of its resistance (Fig. 10 ).
Functionalizing plants
Electrical properties of plants can be changed by synthesis of inorganic materials by plants, coating roots with metal nano-particles and conductive polymers, growth of alloy networks. Here we overview general principles, some of them might not be applicable for plants, subject to further studies.
Many organisms, both unicellular and multicellular, produce inorganic materials either intra-or extra-cellular, e.g. include magneto-tactic bacteria (which synthe-size magnetite nano-particles), diatoms (which synthesize siliceous materials) and S-layer bacteria (which produce gypsum and calcium carbonate layers). Biomimetic inorganic materials have been recently achieved by morpho-synthesis of biological templates such as viruses, bacteria, diatoms, biopolymers, eggshells, sea urchins, spider silks, insects, wood and leaves. We can employ recent results in biomorphic mineralization to produce reusable components of plants with conductive and magnetic substrates.
To coat roots with gold nano-particles (intake, transport and excretion) we can proceed as follows. Gold nano-particles (20-500 nm) pure or coated with bio-affine substances can be saturated in the feeding substrate of roots and/or applied as a liquid directly to growing roots. The gold particles will be in-taken by the roots, transported along the roots, distributed in the root network and eventually excreted onto the outer cell wall of root cells. When roots cease to function, the gold coating stays in place, providing passive conducting pathway.
Cellular synthesizes can be implemented via in plant growth of (semi-)conductive crystals from metal ions present in substrate. The growing roots will recover silver particle extracellularly from solutions containing Ag + ions, e.g. by saturating roots in 1 mM soluble silver in the log phase of growth. We can expose roots to aqueous AuCl 4− ions; the exposure will result in reduction of the metal ions and formation of gold nano-particles of around 20 nm.
To growth alloy networks of plants we can use two approaches. First, co-growing of single metal networks. One root network is coated gold, and then another root network is grown on top of it and coated with silver. Another approach could be to synthesise nano-materials with programmed morphology. Some preliminary studies with biological substrates, were successful. Alloy nano-particles exhibit unique electronic, optical, and catalytic properties that are different from those of the corresponding individual metal particles. We can expose plants to equi-molar solutions of HAuCl 4 and AgNO 3 so that the formation of highly stable Au-Ag alloy nanoparticles of varying mole fractions could be achieved.
Polyaniline (PANI) is a conducting polymer that can reach very high level of the conductivity (about 50-100 S/cm in our experiments), several forms of PANI can be deposited using layer-by-layer technique. Next layer is electro-statically attracted and, again, its thickness growth is blocked when the previous charge is compensated and new charge prevents further absorption due to the electrostatic repulsion. We can coat surface of roots with PANI, with a control of the thickness of about 1 nm. The approach has been successfully tested on several biological objects, notable slime mould [38, 44, 28] . When implementing passive electrical components from plants we can take into account the geometry and morphology of the roots network coated with PANI. The electrical conductivity of the signal pathway will depend only on the length and level of branching of the connection according to the Ohm's law. Of course, we will be able to set the basic level of the conductivity varying the thickness of the deposited layer. With regards to active electrical behaviour, conductivity state of PANI dependents on its redox state. Oxidized state is conducting and reduced state is insulating. The difference in conductivity is about 8 orders of magnitude. Thus, the conductivity of the individual zone of PANI will depend also on its actual potential (the use of plant roots implies the presence of the electrolyte, that will act as a medium for the redox reactions).The conductivity map will depend not only on the morphology, but also on the potential distribution map, that is connected to the previous function of the network. An attempt could be made to produce a simple bipolar junction transistor, with possible extension to an operational amplifier. Another important feature of PANI layers, that can be useful for the plant computers, is its capability to vary the color according to the conductivity state [27] . This property will allow to register the conductivity map of the whole formed network, while usually we have the possibility to measure only between fixed points where electrodes are attached. If we are thinking about the system with learning properties [42] , it can be not enough we must register the variation of the connections between all elements of the network. In the case of a double-layer perceptron, for example, it required a realization of rather complicated external electronic circuit, providing the temporal detachment of individual elements from the network for the registering of its conductivity [46] . Instead, the application of the spectroscopic technique allows monitoring of the conductivity state of all elements of the network in a real time for rather large area (up to half a meter), what will simplify, for example, the application of back propagation learning algorithms.
Case study. Modifying lettuce with nanomaterials
In [61] we hybridised lettuce seedlings with a variety of metallic and non-metallic nanomaterials; carbon nanotubes, graphene oxide, aluminium oxide and calcium phosphate. Toxic effects and the following electrical properties were monitored; mean potential, resistance and capacitance. Macroscopic observations revealed only Fig . 12 Modifying lettuce electrical properties: resistance versus electrical potential plot. Nanomaterials used are graphene, carnon nanotybes (CNTs), calcium phosphate (CaPh) and aluminimum oxide (AO). From [61] . Table 1 Effects of selected nanomaterials on lettuce seedlings. If intake of the nanomaterial increases the measured parameters we indicate ↑, if it decreases ↓ and if parameter is within 5% of the control then the value is recorded as unchanged 0. If parameter is altered 25% above or below the control the arrow signs are encircled. Nanomaterials used are graphene, carnon nanotybes (CNTs), calcium phosphate (CaPh) and aluminimum oxide (AO). From [61] .
slight deleterious health effects after administration with one variety of particle, aluminium oxide. Mean potential in calcium phosphate-hybridised seedlings showed a considerable increase when compared with the control, whereas those administered with graphene oxide showed a small decrease; there were no notable variations across the remaining treatments. Electrical resistance decreased substantially in graphene oxide-treated seedlings whereas slight increases were shown following calcium phosphate and carbon nanotubes applications. Capacitance showed no considerable variation across treated seedlings. These results demonstrate that use of some nanomaterials, specifically graphene oxide and calcium phosphate may be used towards biohybridisation purposes including the generation of living 'wires'.
Graphene oxide and calcium phosphate were found to be, by a margin of at least 25%, the strongest modulators of the natural electrical properties of lettuce seedlings in this study, as is summarised in Fig. 12 and Table 1 ; although statistical significance was not achieved between the control and the nanomaterials, statistical significance was achieved between the resistance changes of graphene oxide and calcium phosphate.
We also provided evidence that nanomaterials are able to enter different histological layers of the plant, through demonstrating that graphene oxide and latex spheres become lodged in the epidermis whereas aluminium oxide and some latex spheres travel into the stem. With pores of plants being up to 8 nm in diameter, the size of the nanoparticles must be important when hybridising with lettuce seedlings. However, large nanomaterials may be able to embed and coat their surface, which provides extra benefits as any toxic effects caused by the nanomaterials would be reduced as there is less interference with proteins and intracellular mechanisms. Toxicity may also vary dependant on when the application of nanomaterials take place i.e. pre-or post-germination as well as different nanomaterials having different effects on plant species and organisms. So these factors i.e. size of nanoparticle, type of nanoparticle, when dispensed and plant species, all need to be considered when choosing a biological 'wire'.
Implementation of logical circuits using plant-based memristors
Memristor (memory resistor) is a device whose resistance changes depending on the polarity and magnitude of a voltage applied to the device's terminals and the duration of this voltage application. The memristor is a non-volatile memory because the specific resistance is retained until the application of another voltage [36, 37, 94] . A memristor implements a material implication of Boolean logic and thus any logical circuit can be constructed from memristors [32] . In 2013, we discovered memristive behaviour of a living substrate, namely slime mould Physarum polycephalum [58] while Volkov and colleagues reported that some plants, like Venus flytrap, Mimosa pudica and Aloe vera, exhibit characteristics analogous to memristors pitch curves in the electrical current versus voltage profiles [102] . A strong hypothesis is that more likely all living and unmodified plants are 'memristors' as well as living substrates, including slime mould [58] , skin [77] and blood [68] .
In our case, the basic device is an organic memristive system-element, composed of conducting polymer PANI, as described earlier, with a solid electrolyte heterojunction. Device conductivity is a function of ionic charge which is transferred through the heterojunction. Its application for the realization of adaptive circuits and systems, imitating synaptic learning, has been already demonstrated [30, 47, 49, 48, 50] . By employing PANI coated plant roots as memristive devices, novel memristors-based electronics will be investigated and designed aimed at exploiting the potential advantages of this device in advanced information processing circuits. Original circuit design methodologies could be addressed to exploit the memristor non-linear behaviour and its memory properties in novel computational networks and especially when aiming at the design of beyond von Neumann computing systems.
In particular, memristor-based logic circuits open new pathways for the exploration of advanced computing architectures as promising alternatives to conventional integrated circuit technologies which are facing serious challenges related to continuous scaling [90] , [72] , [87] . However, up to now no standard logic circuit design methodology exists [103] . So, it is not immediately clear what kind of comput-ing architectures would in practice benefit the most from the computing capabilities of memristors [32, 59, 69, 104, 70, 71, 85, 103, 105] .
Even if we wish to apply some hybrid designs like 1 transistor -1 memristor (1T1M) to further explore the computing paradigms of such structures, while still lying in the living substrate level, the plants can be modified using a similar approach developed in [96] . Tarabella et al. implemented a transistor, a three-terminal active device that power amplifies an input signal, with slime mould. An organic electrochemical transistor is a semiconducting polymer channel in contact with an electrolyte. Its functioning is based on the reversible doping of the polymer channel. A hybrid Physarum bio-organic electrochemical transistor was made by interfacing an organic semiconductor, poly-3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene doped with poly-styrene sulfonate, with the Physarum [96] . The slime mould played a role of electrolyte. Electrical measurements in three-terminal mode uncover characteristics similar to transistor operations. The device operates in a depletion mode similarly to standard electrolyte-gated transistors. The Physarum transistor works well with platinum, golden and silver electrodes. If the drain electrode is removed and the device becomes two-terminal, it exhibits cyclic voltage-current characteristics similar to memristors [96] . We are aiming to apply similar confrontation in the plant devices and discover by experiments the limits of the proposed approach.
As a result, basic logic and analog functionalities will be scouted for the specific organic memristor plant devices and should be compared with standard implementations on silicon. Our focus would be on the inherent low voltage and low power consumption of the proposed devices and it would be a key issue of the work. This approach will hopefully allow us to construct all the necessary universal logical circuits either by using one of the possible already existing, beyond von Neumann, computing architectures like, for example, material implication or by introducing a novel suitable, beyond-Von Neumann, computing system architecture.
Analog computation on electrical properties of plant roots
In tasks of collision-based computing and implementation of conservative logical gates, apexes of roots represented discrete quanta of signals while acting in continuous time. When implementing analog computing devices with roots we adopt continuous representation of space and time and continuous values.
The following components will be analysed: resistors, capacitors, operational amplifiers, multipliers, potentiometers and fixed-function generators. We will evaluate a potential towards implementation of the core mathematical operations that will be implemented in experimental laboratory conditions: summation, integration with respect to time, inversion, multiplication, exponentiation, logarithm, division. The mathematical and engineering problems to be solved will be represented in plant root networks of resistive elements or reaction elements, involving capacitance and inductance as well as resistance, to model spatial distribution of voltage, current, electrical potential in space, temperature, pressure [88, 66, 106] . Implementations considered when choosing a biological 'wire'.
Our results can be also applied in fabrication of biosensors based on carbon nanotubes [16] , molecular probing in single cells [17] , dielectric spectroscopy [18] , optical detection of plant physiological activity [19] , modification of plant roots morphology [20] , targeted delivery of nano particulate material to treat plant deceases [21, 22] and stimulating plant growth [23] .
We have successfully demonstrated that we can modify the electrical characteristics of lettuce seedlings by non forcefully introducing nanomaterials with little evidence of toxicity or physical alterations to the plant tissues. By modifying electrical properties of lettuce seedlings we aim to employ the modified plants as electrical analogue computing devices. What kind of computing circuits can we produce with plants in current experimental setups?
Typically data in analogue circuits are represented by resistors. By selectively modifying properties some parts of plant's root system we make the plant to implement basic analog computing [24, 25] . A feasibility of constructing plant circuits with heterogeneous functionality of parts is supported by results showing that cerium dioxide nanoparticles in-taken by maize plants are not transferred to the newly grown areas of plants [26] .
For example, if we selectively adjust resistance of two branches of the same root and interface upper part of the root with an amplifier the plant will simulate certain equations. The classical (see e.g. [24, 25] ) scheme as shown in Fig. 7 . Root branches with modified electrical properties represent input resistors R 1 and R 2 , upper modified root represents feedback resistance R 0 . The output voltage v 0 is equal to the negative of the algebraic sums of the modified input voltages:
v 2 ). Depending on the ratios of the resistances and voltage polarity in each branch the scheme implements addition, subtraction and multiplication. The equation
v 2 ) can be seen as analogous to z = ax + by, where the output voltage v 0 has a polarity corresponding to the sing of z, the sign inversion of the amplifier is compensated by negative relationships between v 1 and x and v 2 and y: v 1 = −x and v 2 = −y. Thus, we have a = considered will included active elements analog computers, where no amplification required and passive elements computers, where amplification of signal is necessary.
Typically data in analogue circuits can be represented by resistors. By selectively modifying properties some parts of plant's root system, we make the plant to implement basic analog computing [91, 65] . A feasibility of constructing plant circuits with heterogeneous functionality of parts is supported by results showing that cerium dioxide nanoparticles in-taken by maize plants are not transferred to the newly grown areas of plants [31] . Let us consider an example of an analog circuit which can be produced from plants with modified electrical properties. This example is borrowed from our paper [61] .
If we selectively adjust resistance of two branches of the same root and interface upper part of the root with an amplifier the plant will simulate certain equations. The classical (see e.g. [91, 65] ) scheme is shown in Fig. 13 . Root branches with modified electrical properties represent input resistors R 1 and R 2 , upper modified root represents feedback resistance R 0 . The output voltage v 0 is equal to the negative of the algebraic sums of the modified input voltages:
Depending on the ratios of the resistances and voltage polarity in each branch the scheme implements addition, subtraction and multiplication. The equation v 0 = −(
can be seen as analogous to z = ax + by, where the output voltage v 0 has a polarity corresponding to the sign of z, the sign inversion of the amplifier is compensated by negative relationships between v 1 and x and v 2 and y: v 1 = −x and v 2 = −y. Thus, we have a =
Then we managed to selectively modify root branches of the same root with graphene R 1 = R graphene ≈ 2MΩ and calcium phosphate R 2 = R CaPh ≈ 4MΩ [61] . Part of the root above branching site remains unmodified: R 0 = R control ≈ 3MΩ . Thus, the modified root simulates the equation z = 1.3x + 2y. The input voltages are multiplied by 1.3 and 2.0 and then added. If a and b are less than 1 then input voltage will be divided and then added: this can be achieved by, e.g. leaving one of the branches unmodified and loading part of the root above branching site with graphene. By making v 1 and v 2 with opposite polarity we simulate subtraction. To make a summing integration we need to substantially increase capacitance of some segments of a root [61] .
The following tasks can be potentially implemented in plant-based analog computers:
• Hamilton circuit and Travelling Salesman Problem [84, 29] . Given cities, physically represented by current differences in the plant root network, find a shortest path through all cities, which visits each city once and ends in its source. Associated potential, or Lyapunov, function achieves its global minimum value at an equilibrium point of the network corresponding to the problem's solution.
• Satisfiability Problem [67, 45] . Values of variables of a Boolean logic formula are represented by voltage values of the root tree-like network and potential is indicated if the values can be assigned in a manner to make the Boolean formula true.
• Quadratic Diophantine Equation and partition problem [12] . Positive input numbers a, b, and c are represented by sources of electrical current to answer the question -are two positive integers x and y such that (a · x 2 ) + (b · y) = c.
• Majority-classification (earliest cellular automaton version is published in [54] ).
Given a configuration of input states a and b, represented by electrical characteristics of distant parts of plant root network, generate output value a if majority of inputs have value a and generated value b if the value b dominates in the inputs.
• Analog sorting of numbers [13] . Usually sorting of numbers assume discreteness of data. We can represent values of numbers to be sorted by electrical currents and apply principles of rational flow in a non-periodic Toda lattice [34] to undertake the smooth sorting.
• Implementation of Kirchhoff-Łukasiewicz machine [81, 82] . A Kirchhoff-Łukasi-ewicz machine was proposed by late Jonathan Mills [81, 82] to combine power and intuitive appeal of analog computers with conventional digital circuits. The machine is based on a sheet of conductive foam with array of probes interfaced with hardware implementation of Łukasiewcz logic arrays. The Łukasiewcz arrays are regular lattices of continuous state machines connected locally to each other. Arithmetic and logical functions are defined using implication and negated implication. Array inputs are differences between two electrical currents. Algebraic expressions can be converted to Łukasiewicz implications by tree-pattern matching and minimisation. The simplified expressions of implications can be further converted to layouts of living and mineralised/coated plant roots. The tasks to be implemented on plant-root based Kirchoff-Łukasiewicz machine are fuzzy controllers, tautology checkers, simulation of constraint propagation network with implications.
Evolution in plants: searching for logical gates
Given the success of implementing logical gates with the Mecobo evolvable hardware platform and Physarum [64] , it was envisioned that plants may also be a suitable medium for 'evolution in materio' type experiments. The Mecobo was designed to provide a general purpose interface to allow for evolution in materio experiments and for probing the electrical properties of a substrate without understanding the underlying electrical properties of the substrate, and without having to develop new interface techniques for each material under investigation [73] . The same methodology was used to find gates as had previously been used for Physarum [64] , and carbon nano-tubes and various polymers [80, 74, 79] .
Eight electrodes were connected to the digital outputs of the Mecobo, via a current limiting 4.7 kΩ resistor, as shown in Fig. 14 . The electrodes were then inserted through the stem of a plant. For these experiments, a common house hold plant, Schlumbergera, was used. Schlumbergera is a type of Brazilian cactus commonly known as a 'Christmas Cactus'. It has large, flat, stem segments that provide a good location to securely insert electrodes. All of the electrodes were inserted into a single segment. The positions chosen were essentially random, but with care taken to ensure that two electrodes were not very close together or touching as this would likely result in electrodes being shorted together, and reducing the chances of finding interesting behaviour. An example arrangement can be seen in Fig. 14a .
Similar to before, an exhaustive search was conducted by applying all possible binary combinations of various frequency pairs to 7 pins (which is a practical amount for time purposes). One pin was used as an output from the material, with the other 7 pins acting as inputs to the plant.
For each binary combination, each pair of frequencies was tried with one frequency representing a 'low' and the other representing a 'high' input. The frequency pairs were combinations of DC square waves of either (250 Hz, 500 Hz, 1 kHz, or 2.5 kHz). The amplitude of the square waves is 3.3V.
The Mecobo measured the digital response from the plant for 32ms. The digital threshold is 0.75V for high, with voltages below this being classed as low. The sampling frequency was twice the highest input frequency applied.
Five different runs were completed. With different stem segments and electrode arrangements used each time. Table 2 , shows a summary for all of the runs. We see that all possible 2 input Boolean gates were implemented. As with previous work, we see that gates such as Table 3 shows the same pattern. It is interesting to note that on each run all gates were found, and that in very similar proportions. Table 4 shows how many XOR gates were found for each combination of frequencies used for representing the Boolean input states. We see that there is a bias towards the higher frequencies tested. We also see that not all combinations produce gates, and that the frequency pairs are not used asymmetrically. For example, true and false can be represented by either 2500Hz or 1000Hz, but representing false with 2500Hz produces more viable gates. It appears that representing false by the higher frequency in the pair produces more solutions. More in depth analysis, and modelling of the results will be required to fully understand this behaviour, but it hints that expanding the search to use higher frequencies than 2500Hz would result in more Boolean circuits being discovered.
Whilst the experiments with Schlumbergera were successful, experiments with other plants will be necessary to prove feasibility of the approach. Chances are high plants of different species will be showing differently shaped distributions of frequencies of logical gates discovered. Thus, we might construct a unique mapping between taxonomy of plants and geometries of logical gates distributions. Also, methodology wise, future experiments will investigate if it is possible to find solutions directly using evolution to find the pin configuration, rather than a time consuming exhaustive approach.
Brain made of plants
The survival of an organism depends on its ability to respond to the environment through its senses when neuronal systems translate sensory information into electri- cal impulses via neural code [43] . This enables multisensory integration that in turn leads to adaptive motor responses and active behavior. In plants, numerous physical environmental factors, especially light and gravity, are continuously monitored [25, 21, 24, 55, 56, 75, 93, 33] . Specialized plant cells have been optimized by evolution to translate sensory information obtained from the physical environment into motor responses known as tropisms, with root gravitropism representing one of the most intensively studied plant organ tropisms. Electrical signals are induced by all known physical factors in plants, suggesting that electricity mediates physicalbiological communication in plants too [21, 101, 100, 53, 51] . Root gravitropism is a particularly instructive example in this respect. Sensory perception of gravity is accomplished at the very tip of the root apex, at the root cap [26] , which includes a vestibular-like gravisensing organ composed of statocytes [17] . On the other hand, the motor responses, which begin almost immediately after root cap sensory events, are accomplished in relatively remote growth zones of the root apex [16] . Therefore, root gravitropism represents a nice example of a neuronal sensory-motor circuit in plants.
Quite possible future green computers will be using plants as elements of memory and neural network, followed by plant neuromorphic processors, will be developed. A rather artistic example of an attempt to make a neural-like network from plants is shown in Fig. 15 . Seeds of lettuce were planted into the phytogel-made real-life sized model of a human brain cortex. When seedlings developed (Fig. 15a ) recording electrodes were placed in the model brain (Fig. 15b) ; reference electrode was located medially between hemispheres. Electrical potential on each recording electrode was determined by electrical potential of c. 20 lettuce seedlings in the vicinity of the electrode.
To check if there is an interaction between seedlings in a response to stimulation we illuminated a group of seedlings. Electrical response of the lettuce population is shown in Fig. 15c . Indeed one experiment must not lead to any conclusion, however, we can still speculate that light stimulus might lead to slight decrease in electrical potential of the illuminated population. The light stimulation might also lead to wider dispersion of electrical potential values in the population.
Discussion
We proposed designs of living and hybrid computing systems made of plants. The designs are original both in theory -collision-based computing, morphological computing, memristive circuits -and implementation -functional devices to be made of living or loaded with nanoparticles or coated with conductive polymers plant roots. When the proposed designs will be implemented they will contribute towards breakthroughs in computer science (algorithm/architectures of plant computing), computational geometry (plant based processors), graph-theoretic studies (proximity graphs by plant roots), biology (properties of plant at the interface with electronics), material science (functional elements), electronics (high density selfgrowing circuits), self-assembly and self-regenerative systems. The designs can be materialised in two type of phyto-chips: morphological chip and analog chips. The morphological chips are disposable computing devices based on computation with raw, unmodified, living roots; these chips represent result of computation by geometry of grown parts of plants. Computational geometry processors will be solving plane tessellations and generalised Voronoi diagrams, approximation of planar shapes (concave and convex hulls); these are classical problems of computational geometry. Almost all classical tasks of image processing, including dilation, erosion, opening and closing, expansion and shrinking, edge detection and completion can be solved using swarms of plant roots. Graph-optimisation processors will be solving tasks of parameterised spanning trees, Gabriel graph, relative neighbourhood graph, Delaunay triangulation, Steiner trees. Analog chips are based on biomor-phic mineralisation of plant root networks and coating roots with metals and alloys; some architecture could be composed of living and artificially functionalised root networks. The analog phyto-chips are general purpose analog computers, capable for implementing multi-valued logic and arithmetic. What species of plants will be used in future phyto-chips? Best candidates are Arabidopsis thaliana, Zea mays, Ocimum basilicum, Mentha genus, Raphanus sativus, Spinacia oleracea, Macleaya microcarpa, Helianthus annuus. They could be chosen due to their growth characteristics, robustness, availability of mutant lines and research data on physiology and protocols of laboratory experiments.
